Summary: PySCeSToolbox is an extension to the Python Simulator for Cellular Systems (PySCeS) that includes tools for performing generalized supply-demand analysis, symbolic metabolic control analysis, and a framework for investigating the kinetic and thermodynamic aspects of enzymecatalyzed reactions. Each tool addresses a different aspect of metabolic behaviour, control, and regulation; the tools complement each other and can be used in conjunction to better understand higher level system behaviour.
Introduction
Metabolic control analysis (MCA) (Kacser and Burns, 1973; Rapoport et al., 1974) is an early example of a framework that endeavours to explain the behaviour and characteristics of biological networks in terms of the properties and interactions of their components; it has proven to be invaluable in both the theoretical and experimental study of metabolic systems.
We present PySCeSToolbox, a software package that implements three analysis frameworks that build upon MCA. Its main tools are: RateChar, which implements generalized supply-demand analysis (GSDA) (Rohwer and Hofmeyr, 2008) ; SymCA, which implements symbolic control analysis Thomas and Fell, 1993) and control pattern analysis (Hofmeyr, 1989) ; and ThermoKin, which implements the kinetic/thermodynamic investigation framework of Rohwer and Hofmeyr (2010) . Each of these tools addresses different aspects of metabolic behaviour, control and regulation and their combined use yields a rich understanding of how system properties arise from the components of metabolic systems and their interactions. The tools have been newly developed with a consistent API, shared functionality and shared data structures.
Implementation and general features
PySCeSToolbox was developed as a Python library that depends upon and extends the functionality of the Python Simulator for Cellular Systems (PySCeS) (Olivier et al., 2005) .
RateChar, SymCA and ThermoKin share a consistent design and a number of common functionalities. Each tool follows a similar workflow, in which an instance of an analysis object is instantiated using a PySCeS model object that generates, stores, visualizes and exports results. Generated figures can be exported to any Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) supported format (such as png, svg or eps), whereas generated data can be saved as comma separated value (csv) files. Moreover, each tool can save the data of its current analysis session for later use.
PySCeSToolbox is designed to make use of the Jupyter Notebook (Kluyver et al., 2016) as a platform for performing analyses and experiments. Results (e.g. those generated by parameter scans) can be visualized as a 2D plot that can be interactively manipulated. The Jupyter Notebook can display metabolic pathway schemes, generated data as formatted tables, and control coefficient (and other) expressions as LATEX-formatted text. Jupyter is not 
GSDA with RateChar
Supply-demand analysis (Hofmeyr and Cornish-Bowden, 2000) and its generalized form (Rohwer and Hofmeyr, 2008) are quantitative frameworks for investigating the control, regulation and behaviour of metabolic pathways within the context of their functional organisation (Hofmeyr and Cornish-Bowden, 2000) . They view a metabolic pathway as a molecular economy in which a 'supply' block produces a particular product that links it to a 'demand' block that consumes it. RateChar automates the process of performing GSDA on metabolic models by generating interactive rate characteristic plots for each metabolic intermediate, considering any reaction that produces or consumes the intermediate as the end point of a supply block or the starting point of a demand block, respectively. MCA is also performed.
Symbolic MCA with SymCA
Symbolic MCA provides algebraic expressions for each control coefficient in terms of elasticities. These expressions have a number of advantages over their mere numerical values, such as allowing for the dissection of the control structure of the pathway using control pattern analysis (Hofmeyr, 1989) . Since they depend only on pathway stoichiometry and knowledge of allosteric interactions, they also allow for general conclusions regarding the control structure to be made without complete knowledge of the pathway kinetics.
SymCA generates symbolic control coefficient expressions of metabolic pathways and provides a graphical representation of the magnitude of the associated control patterns.
Reaction thermodynamic/kinetic analysis with ThermoKin
The distance of metabolic reactions from equilibrium, given by the disequilibrium ratio q ¼ C=K eq , determines their regulatory potential; far-from-equilibrium reactions (q 0:1) are more susceptible to the effects of enzyme binding and catalysis than near-equilibrium reactions (q 0:9) where the mass-action effect dominates (see Rohwer and Hofmeyr, 2010) . The thermodynamic/kinetic investigation framework outlines how rate equations describing reversible enzyme-catalyzed reactions can be cast in a form that clearly separates the different kinetic and thermodynamic components.
ThermoKin automatically applies this framework to a model, splitting reversible rate equations into the above-mentioned components automatically. The distance from equilibrium q of individual reactions in a steady-state model is determined, and the contributions of substrate/product/effector binding and mass-action to the overall elasticity are also calculated. The algorithm is general and compatible with any standard reversible rate equations and does not require any specific naming scheme for, or functional form of, rate equations.
Conclusion
PySCeSToolbox combines modern computational technologies and three previously conceived, but arguably under-utilized, metabolic frameworks. In line with the goals of systems biology, its purpose is to elucidate how the high-level system behaviour of metabolic pathways arises from their molecular components and their interactions. Its cross-platform availability and simple design are intended to make PySCeSToolbox as widely accessible as possible.
